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Yes!

Shows big fire models 

performance 

issues

Given current model

performance, what can we 

say about changing 

fire regimes?

How do we find this out?

Is this in response to Sandys 2022 JULES talk?



• Simple metrics and datasets for 

general model evaluation

• Great for multi-model comparisons 

& quick model dev. checks
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FireMIP model evaluation



𝑁𝑀𝐸 =
σ𝑖

𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑙𝑠 𝑚𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑙𝑖  −  𝑜𝑏𝑠𝑒𝑟𝑣𝑒𝑑𝑖

σ𝑖
𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑙𝑠 𝑜𝑏𝑠𝑒𝑟𝑣𝑒𝑑  −  𝑜𝑏𝑠𝑒𝑟𝑣𝑒𝑑𝑖
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NME
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NME

𝑁𝑀𝐸 =
σ𝑖

𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑙𝑠 𝑚𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑙𝑖  −  𝑜𝑏𝑠𝑒𝑟𝑣𝑒𝑑𝑖

σ𝑖
𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑙𝑠 𝑜𝑏𝑠𝑒𝑟𝑣𝑒𝑑  −  𝑜𝑏𝑠𝑒𝑟𝑣𝑒𝑑𝑖



What eval doesn’t do yet

• Targeted evaluation designed to test specific applications

• Metrics unforgiving for small spatial mismatches

• Poor sampling of observational uncertainty

• Doesn’t really test for inter-annual variability

• No test for long-term trends/changes in fire.

• Test the effects of fire on impacts.
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Criteria for climate attribution, future fires, 
changing impacts and wildfire occurrence
Application Criteria
At FF Im Wld Over region

Y Y Y Spatial distribution of fires

Y Spatial distribution of impacts

Y Y Y Reproduces trends in burnt area

Y Y Captures inter-annual variability of fire

Y Captures extremes in variability

Y Reproduces trends in impacts over region

Y Impacts trend is better with vs without fire
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Spatial distribution of burnt area
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0.66 0.67 0.72 0.81 0.79 0.8 0.7

By 
Regions 0.42 0.43 0.35 0.44 0.43 0.4 0.36

Results show JULES-ES-ISIMIP2b 

evaluation (just for HadGEM2-ES 

in a single result)
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Spatial distribution of impacts – i.e Fire 
emissions, vegetation carbon, tree cover
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Reproduces trends in burnt area

From noisy process 

From multiple 

products

Trend Line

We test if simulated 

trends are within 

this range

Obs. fire trends 

are very uncertain
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Benchmarking when changes in fire over 
time is important
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Gradient Overlap Metric



• From Burton & Lampe et al. 

(pre-print)

• Where do models burnt area 

distributions agree with 

Observed?
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Captures extremes in variability
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Criteria for climate attribution, future fires, 
changing impacts and wildfire occurrence
Application Criteria
At FF Im Wld Over region

Y Y Y Spatial distribution of fires Y

Y Spatial distribution of impacts Y

Y Y Y Reproduces trends in burnt area Y

Y Y Captures inter-annual variability of fire Sometimes

Y Captures extremes in variability N

Y Reproduces trends in impacts over region Y

Y Impacts trend is better with vs without fire Y



What we can use JULES-INFERNO for:
•  Region-based/broad-scale fire changes

• How these impact tree cover and carbon
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What JULES-INFERNO can’t do (yet!):
• Local scale (grid cell) fire-biogeography (though see Maria’s talk)

• Extreme wildfire (though see ConFire)

• (By itself) fire attribution (though see FireMIP multi-model 

attribution)



JULES-firey tools

JULES-ES-INFERNO

16ISIMIP multi-model

FLAME – Empirical post-process

ConFire
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How do know someone that uses fire models?
Help us collect good practices for using global fire model outputs

Interview
Doug Kelley
doukel@ceh.ac.uk
Chantelle Burton 
chantelle.burton@metoffice.gov.uk 
Stacey New
stacey.new@metoffice.gov.uk 

Questionnaire
https://forms.gle/ct5EV5Mtd
WQp9iXUA 

Jamboards
https://jamboard.google.com
/d/1airwbvhyAzmlGsSKNEPB
FUKUQ-
mZwQsllnztfDlkiIw/edit?usp=s
haring 

mailto:doukel@ceh.ac.uk
mailto:chantelle.burton@metoffice.gov.uk
mailto:stacey.new@metoffice.gov.uk
https://forms.gle/ct5EV5MtdWQp9iXUA
https://forms.gle/ct5EV5MtdWQp9iXUA
https://jamboard.google.com/d/1airwbvhyAzmlGsSKNEPBFUKUQ-mZwQsllnztfDlkiIw/edit?usp=sharing
https://jamboard.google.com/d/1airwbvhyAzmlGsSKNEPBFUKUQ-mZwQsllnztfDlkiIw/edit?usp=sharing
https://jamboard.google.com/d/1airwbvhyAzmlGsSKNEPBFUKUQ-mZwQsllnztfDlkiIw/edit?usp=sharing
https://jamboard.google.com/d/1airwbvhyAzmlGsSKNEPBFUKUQ-mZwQsllnztfDlkiIw/edit?usp=sharing
https://jamboard.google.com/d/1airwbvhyAzmlGsSKNEPBFUKUQ-mZwQsllnztfDlkiIw/edit?usp=sharing
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Thanks!

Any questions?
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Fire models have some 
weakness



Sources of uncertainty
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Observations

GHG
emissions

Land use

Climate 
response

Veg/fuel 
response

Fire 
Model

Fire 
management

Veg/fuel 
response

Fire 
management

Adapted from Higurea et al 2015 and Werth et al 2016

Queensland fires 2019 , 
Pierre Markuse

Western Aus firestorms 2019, 
Pierre Markuse

Amazon land clearance 2019, Pierre 
Markuse

forests

grasslands

“Simple” fire 
model

Rate of
              spread



Dummies guide to using fire models

How to define relevant research questions, based on evaluating what 

the model can do and science/policy/societal needs

● Necessary complexity

● Causes of uncertainty

● Good practices
○ Characterising model performance
○ Multi-models
○ Quantifying uncertainty
● Need more appropriate metrics

● Identifying useful research question and Social needs of fire models 
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Using models - Good practices
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Uncertainty quantification

ConFire 

Can make direct policy 

recommendations, but 

limited use

Currently unfeasible

JULES-INFERNO Provide 

evidence for policy with 

qualitative uncertainty 

estimate

UKESM-fire: Impact of fire 

on climate on fire 

Bad bad bad! 

And lazy

SPITFIRE future fire-

vegetation-soils 

feedbacks
Maria’s model

JULES-QUANTUM-

INFERNO

fireMIP multi-model 

Identity's where models 

agree



What fire models can “do”
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What people need

Science and societal needs of fire models



Linking fire model evaluation, research questions 
and societal needs

Identify science, policy 
and societal needs

Design appropriate research 
questions

Evaluate and characterise 
our models 



•Do you know of any studies with fire model eval informing it’s 

research question(s)? 

•Do you have clever ways to assess/account for model 

uncertainty?

•What would you do differently in hindsight?

•We especially want to hear from you if you’re unsure or don’t 

think your research is entirely relevant.
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We need your input



How do you use fire models?
Help us collect good practices for using global fire model outputs

Interview
Doug Kelley
doukel@ceh.ac.uk
Chantelle Burton 
chantelle.burton@metoffice.gov.uk 
Stacey New
stacey.new@metoffice.gov.uk 

Questionnaire by Feb 28
to tell us how you link model 
evaluation to your research 
question
https://forms.gle/ct5EV5Mtd
WQp9iXUA 

Anonymous Jamboards to 
capture information about fire 
models policy relevance 
http://bit.ly/3iNSsCS 

mailto:doukel@ceh.ac.uk
mailto:chantelle.burton@metoffice.gov.uk
mailto:stacey.new@metoffice.gov.uk
https://forms.gle/ct5EV5MtdWQp9iXUA
https://forms.gle/ct5EV5MtdWQp9iXUA
http://bit.ly/3iNSsCS


Spatial Pattern
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Spatial Pattern
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